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SAW SHARPENING SYSTEMS

TW-3
AUTOMATIC DC TIP WELDER  / INDUCTION ANNEALER

  Stellite® tips have proven to increase saw performance in most applications. The TALON 
TW-3 uses preformed Stellite® tips, which greatly reduces tipping time and cost.
  Machine control is handled by an advanced computer “PLC”. The DC weld head reduces 
sensitivity to incoming voltage fluctuations and allows welding on plate thickness down to 
0.030" with tips down to 0.050" wide. The Annealing unit is a compact device that is manu-
factured using solid-state technology, each has an embedded microprocessor that guaran-
tees stable power output as well as optimum operating frequency. The microprocessor also 
performs monitoring and diagnostic functions to inform the user of device status.

TALON
3 YEAR

or up to 3 million
tips unconditional 

parts warranty

WELD UNIT ANNEAL UNIT
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TW-3
AUTOMATIC DC TIP WELDER  / INDUCTION ANNEALER

Specifications and availability subject to change without 

Features
LOW STELLITE® COST
PREFORMED TIPS

Bands       1-5/16"( OPT.)TO 16"
Circle saw size  6" TO 36"
Power Consumption 1.5 KV
Air         2 C.F.M. @ 80 P.S.I.
Voltage std.   230V 3PH 50/60
Ship Weight           1,350 LBS.
Crate Size   72" X 48" X 68"

Specifications

TIP ALIGNMENT SYSTEM

INDUCTIVE NON-CONTACT ANNEAL 

DC WELD HEAD

SELF CONTAINED COOLING SYSTEM

REDUCED SENSITIVITY TO INCOMING 
POWER FLUCTUATIONS

OPERATOR INTERFACE

ADVANCED PLC CONTROL

LOW PROFILE BASE FOR 
EASY BAND LOADING

ANNEAL BY TIME OR TEMPERATURE

WRIGHT MACHINE TOOL
365 PALMER AVE.
COTTAGE GROVE ORE.
97424
PH: 541-942-3712
FAX: 541-942-0730

Technical
  TheTalon TW-3 tipper, makes use 
of  innovative preformed Stellite® 
tipping technology, making the 
tipping process easier and more 
affordable than ever. 

Our unique Weld System turns 
slag into an  advantage by keeping 
it in the weld zone. This not only 
strengthens the weld but allows for 
full annealing of  the slag material. 

In addition to being the fastest 
tipping and annealing machine on 
the market, the TW-3 cuts grinding 
times significantly. The triangular 
design of  the tip has the top and 
face angles already in place. 

With the TW-3's ability to accurately 
place the tips centered on the saw, 
side grinding time is also reduced. 
All of  this adds up to added Stellite 
tip life, lower abrasive wheel use, 
and saving time!


